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Fernette Eide MD, Editor

Dear Friends,
 
I hope you've had some summer reprieve and things are falling into place
for you for the Fall. Kudos to all the front-line workers, moms and dads, students,
teachers, and professionals who have been inspiring and
keeping us going through these times. For those who
are interested, we still have our Dyslexia for Teachers
course, Homeschoolers course, and now new
STEM for Diverse Learners course for teachers.
 
Huge shout-out of thanks for our sponsors, Premium
subscribers, and donors for life-changing resources
they provide!

Editor's Note: to make our
publications easier to read,
we will avoid use of italics
and certain types of fonts.
 
Newsletters can be read online
HERE. This issue will be
available on the Joomag site
for 3 months and can also be
downloaded as a pdf file.
 

PREMIUM
The NEUROLEARNING Dyslexia
Screening App is $29.99 and
available for children and
adults 7-70 years old. iPad,
iPhone, Android, and Kindle Fire.
 
The app may be used to identify
and qualify for services such as Benetech
huge free library of e-books.

Thank you volunteers Shelley Wear, Trish Seres,
Dayna Russell Freudenthal, and Michelle Wiliams
for their astute critique and proofing. Thanks to
Lady Grace Belarmino for beautiful design and
layout. 

COLLEGE SUCCESS
STRATEGIES

https://winsorlearning.com/
https://www.scanningpens.com
https://summitcenter.us/
https://www.allaboutlearningpress.com/
https://reciteme.com/
https://www.writerstudio.com/
https://www.churchillstl.org/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-premium-membership/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/newsletters/
https://www.neurolearning.com
https://www.neurolearning.com
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/online-course/stem-for-diverse-learners-course/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/online-course/dyslexia-for-teachers-online-course/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/memberships/homeschooling-for-dyslexia-online-course-and-premium-membership/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/online-course/stem-for-diverse-learners-course/
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INSPIRATION

RICHARD BRANSON'S
SPACE ADVENTURE
"Overcoming fear is the first step to success..."
        - Richard Branson
 
Richard Branson has pulled it off - the 70 year old made his own spaceport in New
Mexico and hovered between the earth's atmosphere and outer space for a few
minutes, achieving weightlessness before landing back down on the spaceport's
runway.
 
The goal, Richard said, was to make space travel "accessible to all", of course,
for most people, the cost is out of reach and not without risk. Virgin Galactic's
SpaceShip Two Rocket plane crashed in 2014, killing a test pilot.
 
For those of you who grew up with Apollo missions, this spacecraft looked very
different. Besides ushering in a new era of space tourism, Virgin Galactic will allow
to conduct space
projects in zero-g
as well as
potentially getting
new insights
into global
environmental
issues.
 
Check out the
mission in the
video on the
opposite page!
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From Left to Right:
 
Colin Bennet
Lead Operations
Engineer
 
Beth Moses
Chief Astronaut
Instructor
 
Sirisha Bandla
VP Gov Affairs
and Research
 
Sir Richard Branson
Virgin Galactic
Founder
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZPrB3WvnZpE
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https://www.winsorlearning.com/


INSPIRATION

CONGRATULATIONS
 

Congratulations to all the dyslexic athletes in the 2021 Tokyo Olympics.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here's a little excerpt:
 
"It’s funny — how do you prove to somebody that you’re trying? In most things,
the more work you put in the better your end results, but that just wasn’t
happening with my reading. No matter how many hours I spent in front of a book,
sometimes I’d just end up taking away nothing. When I knew we had a test the
next day, I’d spend the whole night getting prepared and studying for hours like I
knew I was supposed to — like I knew all of the other kids were doing. Then the
test would be in front of me, and I wouldn’t be able to understand it.
 
Honestly, my first reaction was that something was unfair. It was like, how is
everybody else reading this so fast? I knew my friends weren’t putting in more
work than me. So it didn’t make sense that they were handing in their tests before
I was even through the first page."
 

A'JA WILSON

 
A'ja Wilson  was the #1 draft pick in the
WNBA in 2018, Rookie of the Year, and
most valuable player in the WNBA in
2020.

 
A'ja also wrote a courageous essay in
Player Tribune called Brute Strength.

OLYMPIANS!
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https://ajawilson22.com/
https://www.theplayerstribune.com/articles/aja-wilson-south-carolina


May qualify for free Bookshare resources!
Serving schools, tutoring centers, and colleges
and universities around the world!

TABLET-BASED
DYSLEXIA

http://bit.ly/neurolearning-app


INSPIRATION

A'ja did finally get tested, got formally identified, received more reading
instruction as well as accommodations which especially helped once she was
enrolled in college.
 
A'ja's college coach knew that she was dyslexic, as did her professors, but she did
not tell her fellow players or friends.  Then...
 
Sophomore year is when everything changed. Coach Staley had me start reading
scripture in the locker room before games.
 
Some people get nervous playing in front of big opposing crowds, but I’d always
be terrified by the thought of having to recite a pregame Psalm. I was having
popcorn flashbacks at first, thinking, I’m going to have to quit the team if it
doesn’t stop.
 
Not everyone on the team knew I had dyslexia, either, so at first it was like,
“A’ja, what are you doing?”
 
I don’t know what exactly made everything different after that, but reading like
that in front of the team, and being pushed by Coach Staley to do something
that she knew made me uncomfortable … I’m serious when I say that everything
changed after that reading started.
 
It was definitely humiliating at first, but I kept at it. Just straight brute force, every
time she asked. I don’t know if she thought it would help, or if it would make me
play better, or what. But after a while, it really would make me feel better. It was
like I could suddenly talk with people about this secret that had been eating
at me for years. Soon I was able to be more of myself, weaknesses and everything.
It’s a huge weight off your shoulders when you don’t have to hide things about
yourself...
 
Even today, dyslexia is something that I still struggle with. In the huddle during a
game, when we’re drawing up a play, I’ll have to lock in and focus as hard as I can,
because it can get difficult to keep the information in order. It’s something that
will always be there in the back of my mind. My only real options are to shy away
from it, or, you know … brute force the problem."
 
Isn't that inspiring?
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Along with her parents, Roscoe and Eva Wilson, A'ja has founded the A'ja Wilson
Foundation, dedicated to empowering families impacted by dyslexia with
educational opportunities and to change the culture of students to prevent
bullying.
 
Learn more about A'ja's Foundation by clicking HERE.
 
 

JEWELL LOYD
 
Jewell Loyd is another Team USA Olympian
who was given the nickname of Gold Mamba
by legendary player Kobe Bryan (also dyslexic!).
 
Jewel is also winner of the WNBA Rookie
of the Year Award and she is a Dyslexic
Advantage International Ambassador.
 
Jewell learned about her dyslexia at the age
of 12 when she was a budding basketball
star. 

INSPIRATION
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https://www.ajawilsonfoundation.org/


https://www.allaboutlearningpress.com/all-about-reading/


INSPIRATION

From Jewell:  "You have to understand yourself. You have to love yourself. And as
a leader, you always have to express that to people." Jewell is a positive advocate
for people with LDs by her support of Dyslexic Advantage and Eye to Eye. She
has also helped found the Loyd Foundation to help local communities in Chicago
as well as Rwanda. Way to go, Jewell!
 
NOAH LYLES
 
Noah Lyles is the fastest man in the world and holds
the world record for the 200 meters.
 
Noah suffered severe asthma as a child and recalled 
having mulitple hospitalizations as well as being
hooked up to breathing machines. He attributes his
mother's positive attitude as something that helped
him through those difficult early years.
 
In middle school, having dyslexia, Noah was depressed
and isolated. Fortunately, track became a good outlet
for him.
 
"At school I was in the slow classes learning to read...Traditional school was not my
forte, my strong suit."
 
When his running took off in high school, he became sad about giving up running
to go to college,
when his mother
said he could become
a professional athlete
instead.
 
"Little by little, my mum
raised me very well and
I tried to work on my
character as much
as I could."
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https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/memberships/homeschooling-for-dyslexia-online-course-and-premium-membership/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-athletics-world-idUSKBN1WH22H?fbclid=IwAR0tVxCnwM3aWIvBVa4xVE4KSjvxfniGB1yw04gje4LtRB2jiTDjXluCDbk
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/
https://eyetoeyenational.org
http://jewellloyd.com/?fbclid=IwAR3PVMv1MxsFYMw2T_Cl8qTmBtG3izA5MhxmCoe4cFPgjQRFVBPK9WYkRaM


https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/memberships/homeschooling-for-dyslexia-online-course-and-premium-membership/
https://www.scanningpens.com/ReaderPenUS/Request-Trial-Reader-Pen-US.html#


SCHOOL

HERE WE GO: BACK TO SCHOOL
A survey by Decoding Dyslexia of California found, not surprisingly, that many
parents reported that school closures had a negative impact on their children's
education. Interestingly, About 1 in 4 said that school closures either had a positive
effect or "somewhat positive" effect on learning. 

How could that have been?
 
From the article in EdSource:
 
“ 'In April 2020, my 16-year-old sophomore daughter imploded from anxiety
from isolation/quarantine, (but) by fall she had mastered online classes and is
getting her best grades yet this year,' one parent wrote in the Decoding Dyslexia
survey. 'Because all of her classes are at her desk, she rarely loses homework, is
much better at staying organized, focused and gets her homework done on her
own. It has been fantastic for her..."
 
Others have found distance learning difficult at best.

 
"Distance learning, (Hiroko Okazaki) said, has been difficult. Both her son, a 10th
grader, and her daughter, a second grader, could have benefited from literacy
tutoring during campus closures but didn’t receive it because it wasn’t included
in their 504 plans, which are a school’s blueprints for providing support and 
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https://decodingdyslexiaca.org


removing barriers for students with disabilities. As a result, both fell behind.
Okazaki tutored them herself, but they needed more support...
 
Jessica Maria, a parent in the North Bay Area, said distance learning was so
ineffective for her two children — one of whom, a fifth grader, has dyslexia
and attention deficit disorder — that last spring she withdrew them from school
and opted for homeschool.
 
“Keeping my son focused and on task was impossible. For us, distance learning
just meant me yelling at him all the time. It wasn’t working,” she said.
 
Instead, she found a project-based curriculum online and hired a private tutor
to help her son with reading and writing. Her children did science experiments,
art projects, cooking and other hands-on assignments. For one project, they made
a cardboard map of the United States, to scale, and learned the capitals and facts
about each state.But because she and her husband are returning soon to their
workplaces, they’ll  no longer be able to oversee their children’s education, and
the children will be attending a local magnet school that focuses on project-based
learning...."
 
I do know for a fact that some parents discovered their students were dyslexic
for the first time when they were home and saw what struggles they were having
with the conversion to at-home school.
 
EXPECT FLEXIBILITY - ADVOCATE FOR ACCOMMODATIONS and TECHNOLOGY
 
Because of the disruptions due to COVID, everyone knows that the new school year
is anything but business as usual.
 
Expect a significant amount of review and some time for teachers and students
to adjust to new routines.

 
Students who are still working on decoding will need the most support if they
haven't been able to be tutored. Some schools have prioritized students receiving
special education. If your student is on an IEP, and if your student's school is
experiencing significant wait times for intervention, be prepared to advocate
for "high-impact tutoring" for your student. Schools and districts have different
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http://www.winsorlearning.com


SCHOOLS

policies regarding funds, but the unprecedented $123 billion dollars in funding
as part of the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) allows funds to be used for "high-
impact tutoring." Dyslexic students who have not received appropriate structured
literacy instruction in order to allow them to read could definitely be considered
under this group. If your student has not been formally tested for dyslexia and
there is a high suspicion, contact your school to see what the wait times may be for
assessment; see if they would accept a request for Independent Educational
Evaluation (which may or may not be paid by the school) by a local or remote
provider, or even test results from an  online screener like the Neurolearning App.
 
Many states, colleges, and universities have reduced tests and test requirements -
some changes likely to help some students who are college-bound.
 
Almost everyone is behind in math according to some studies; if you are concerned
that your student will not have sufficient preparation in higher math for careers that
she or he may aspire to, seek out online options that might provide the preparation
that is needed. You can see whether a school will partially or fully reimburse this
tuition, but they may not do this.
 
What about students for whom post-high school plans were impacted by the
pandemic?  Students who did not make adequate progress on IEP goals due
to the changes associated with the pandemic may be eligible for "Recovery
Services". In Washington State, more information about this is available HERE.
 
In general, information about particular resources your students may be eligible
for can be found in the Parent Center associated without your state in the US HERE.
 
 
 
 
 

SCHOOL
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https://studentsupportaccelerator.com/briefs/using-american-rescue-plan
https://www.k12.wa.us/sites/default/files/public/specialed/pubdocs/WA-Roadmap-SpEd-Recovery-Services-2021.pdf
https://www.parentcenterhub.org/find-your-center/
https://www.parentcenterhub.org/iee/
https://www.neurolearning.com
https://www.parentcenterhub.org/iee/


This Vox article, The Debate Over How to Handle Kids' 'Lost Year' of Learning,
described a variety of ways that public schools are addressing learning needs.
 
It also mentions a number of states which had passed laws about holding children
back a grade - many states have passed new laws waiving these previous laws due
to the pandemic, but what really counts is what a school may be recommending
for your child.
 
The overwhelming majority of research studies have shown that holding back
children with learning disabilities "does not work" unless educational
fundamentally changes, like a switch to structured literacy instruction.
 
From Should You Hold Your Child Back a Grade?:
 
"Children with learning disabilities (including reading disorders) generally do
not benefit from repeating a grade, unless they are taught with a different, more
specialized approach the second time around. The National Joint Committee
on Learning Disabilities (NJCLD) stated the following in their official position
paper on grade retention:
 
"The weight of the evidence of literally hundreds of studies shows that retaining
children does not produce higher achievement....More of the same does not
work...
 
It is also important to consider the emotional impact of grade retention. For many
children, repeating a grade feels like a failure, and can damage their self-
esteem...."
 
Remember, formal identification of dyslexia means a student has average or
above average intelligence, but unexpected underperformance in areas such as
reading, writing, and spelling. Dyslexic students usually crave intellectually
challenging information, so that giving them simplistic content below their level,
is an educational mismatch. If your student has trouble accessing the information
presented in their course, then make sure they know how to use assistive
technology and they are allowed to access content without being limitations by
their reading fluency.

SCHOOL
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https://www.vox.com/22380650/school-remote-distance-learning-pandemic-covid-19
https://www.iser.com/resources/holding-children-back.html


MATH STRATEGIES WITHOUT ANXIETY
with STANFORD PROF JO BOALER

MATH

If you anticipate working with a student on math this coming year, what approach
will you take?
 
Dr. Jo Boaler has tips that can help create a positive atmosphere for learning.
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MATH

http://vimeo.com/163871454
https://vimeo.com/163871454


To read the entire handout with the excerpt above (including links), click HERE.
 
In the video below, see how Jo taught students how to become comfortable with
consider multiple strategies when solving math problems. 

MATH
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https://www.youcubed.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/The-Mathematics-of-Hope-5.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdTQvRgQ4iw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdTQvRgQ4iw


COLLEGE

COLLEGE SUCCESS: STRATEGIES
"One half of all students who begin college fail
to complete their degrees, resulting in wasted
talents, time, and resources... Educating
students on learning skills only solves part of
the problem for students at risk for dropping
out of college. According to this study,
students need time to learn and effectively
practice the strategies in their classes."
                                                            - Sara Renzulli, PhD
 

It's a striking statistic that half of all students who attend college fail to complete
their degrees. Students with learning differences often comprise a significant
percentage of those groups.
 
Dr. Sara Renzulli has a practical and helpful research paper about how her
intervention (a 2x per week class on learning strategies for a total of 6 sessions)
had a positive effect on student achievement.
 
Previous studies have found that a majority students simply report "reading" as
the primary means for studying for exams even though simply reading material is
not the most efficient way of retaining information and preparing to answer
multiple choice questions.
 
From Karpicke et al, 2009: "Testing enhances learning not only if instructors give
tests and quizzes in the classroom but also if students practise recall while they
study on their own...
 
"research with educationally relevant materials has shown that repeatedly
reading prose passages produces limited benefits beyond a single reading ...This
is especially true when repeated readings are massed together in a single
learning session (from Fernette: such as cramming for a test), although spaced
rereading tends to produce positive effects..."
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http://learninglab.psych.purdue.edu/downloads/2009_Karpicke_Butler_Roediger.pdf
https://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ1069272
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https://www.ed.gov/news/press-releases/us-department-education-releases-more-3-billion-american-rescue-plan-funds-support-children-disabilities?utm_content=&utm_medium=email&utm_name=&utm_source=govdelivery&utm_term=
https://www.scanningpens.com/ReaderPenUS/Request-Trial-Reader-Pen-US.html#
https://www.scanningpens.com/Leaflets/US/IDEA-FAQ.pdf
https://www.scanningpens.com/


In their study of 177 undergraduates, 84% of students reported reading as their
primary strategy for studying, while 43% did practice problems and 40% used
flashcards. About 30% rewrote notes and 26% had a study group. With the rise in
study apps, I wonder if those numbers have changed.
 
Here is an outline of the learning strategies course described by Sara:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I do know that some resource classes in high school include a "learning strategies"
or "study skills" course, but I agree with the author that some new approaches
may be needed at the college level because of the sheer quantity of work
assigned and different types for classes and, in some cases, laboratory work.
 
I liked how this course considered the demands of other courses while making
their own assignments; for instance, when students were asked to try a new
strategy in a course of their choice, they could choose their course and later
reflect on whether the time demands were sustainable. For instance, although
rewriting notes was found to be a helpful strategy by one of the students whose
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detailed responses were included in the paper, it was too time-consuming to be
used on a regular basis for most classes. With time, this student was able to use
flashcards for reviewing and reorganizing content. The process of making them
helped her master the material and initiate a review earlier (spaced repetition),
also likely contributing to a better educational outcome.
 
Students admitted that in college, without parental monitoring, they were less
likely to spend sufficient time studying. All students boosted their studying time
after the learning strategies course, and 8 out of 9 improved their GPAs.
 
Another study compared university students with dyslexia only, dyspraxia only,
or dyslexia + dyspraxia and their use of assistive technology and other supports.
 
Students with dyslexia were more likely to use text-to-speech and mind mapping
software compared to dyspraxic students; dyspraxic students were more likely to
request 1:1 essay and time management support.
 
 

COLLEGE
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1002/dys.1670


https://www.churchillstl.org/


Accommodations use was also interesting in this study. 80+% requested extra time
on exams. Only a small number requested a reader (3-15%).
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COLLEGE

An interesting observation of the study is that students taking the learning
strategies course change their studying habits after it - and improved their GPAs.
For instance, on average, students reported studying 8 hrs per week for their
exams, and afterwards, their study time more than doubled to an average of 19.4
hrs per week.
 
If you know of a student who is struggling, try to intervene and provide them with
strategies that make their learning more effective and even enjoyable.
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http://bit.ly/ballard-into-the-deep


NEW!

15 Teacher Clock Hours
Video On Demand Course
 
$100.00

http://bit.ly/ballard-into-the-deep
https://www.allaboutlearningpress.com/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/online-course/stem-for-diverse-learners-course/


ARTSHARE

Kai, 9
California
 
Le Lizard
 
Kai from California shares
his beautifully drawn and
colored lizard.
 
His drawing below
is titled,
mmmMMM:Delicious
Cake.
 
Bravo!
 
Look at those colors!

Check out these amazing
talented artists in this
issue's ArtShare.
Remember share your
work HERE and we may
share it in an upcoming
issue! 
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https://form.123formbuilder.com/3102914/form


JOSIAH, 10
 
Creature Landing
Kansas
 
Josiah  used  a  piece
of  cardboard  to  paint
 a  back
drop  for  playtime. These  fun
Lego  creatures are  the
kind  we  often
find
him  making  by  using pi
eces  in  unique
ways. Lego  building  and
playing "Lego  stories"
with  his  brothers  are

Dyslexia Social Group
 
Tennessee  Ages 8-11
 
The girl the the picture is
trapped in a bubble not able
to access the jumbled letters
before her. She is still smiling
and the world is still a beautiful
place. She knows while reading
might be difficult that there are
many ways her Dyslexia gives
her an advantage.
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Educators and Families Push Texas to Improve Dyslexia
Handbook
 
Spectrum Local News

7 Chrome Extensions for Students with Dyslexia
 
Technology Networks

Q & A with Rachel Graham - Her Journey with Dyslexia
 
Billy Graham Association
 
 

ACT Agrees to Honor IEP and 504
 
Disability Scoop

Michigan Schools Revolt: Won't Flunk Struggling
3rd Grade Readers
 
Bridge Michigan

Dear Teachers - Love, A Child with Dyslexia
 
Youtube

DYSLEXIA NEWS

Legislature Blows Chance to Help California Kids with
Dyslexia
 
ED100
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https://www.disabilityscoop.com/2021/07/26/act-will-honor-iep-504-plan-accommodations/29423/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2_vWI52vis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2_vWI52vis
https://spectrumlocalnews.com/tx/south-texas-el-paso/news/2021/07/11/educators--families-push-board-of-education-to-improve-dyslexia-handbook
https://billygraham.org/story/a-qa-with-will-grahams-daughter-her-journey-through-dyslexia/
https://www.educatorstechnology.com/2021/07/7-good-chrome-extensions-for-students.html
https://ed100.org/blog/dyslexia-policy


It's just
$5 per month!

P R E M I U M
- Talents in Tech: Jim Keller
- Environments that Work
- The Way of Resilient Readers
- Discrepancies in Math
- Irregular Words
- Over-Preparing
 
 
DYSGRAPHIA ISSUE COMING IN SEPTEMBER!

NOW EARN
TEACHER CLOCK
HOUR CREDITS TOO!

SUBSCRIBE

http://summitcenter.us/
http://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-premium-membership/


Alice Thomson - My Family and Other Dyslexics
 
The Times (UK - Subscription Only)

Why Designers Need to Consider Accessibility in Type
 
Design Week

Bob Ballard Talks Shipwrecks and Sea Creatures
 
Innotech Today

NEWS

Oklahoma Lays Groundwork for Early Dyslexia Screening
 
KOSU - NPR
 

Interview with Margaret Rooke, Dyslexia is My
Super Power
 
Ian Gilbert Live

New STEM for Diverse Learners Course
 
Dyslexic Advantage 15 Clock Hours for Teachers
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https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/product/homeschooling-for-dyslexia-online-course-and-premium-membership/
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/alice-thomson-my-family-and-other-dyslexics-08c8fgclx
https://www.designweek.co.uk/issues/7-13-june-2021/typographic-accessibility/
https://www.kosu.org/education/2021-06-28/oklahoma-lays-groundwork-to-screen-early-elementary-students-for-dyslexia
https://innotechtoday.com/explorer-bob-ballard-the-man-who-found-titanic-talks-shipwrecks-sea-creatures-stem/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-M5F46Du_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-M5F46Du_U
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/online-course/stem-for-diverse-learners-course/


NOW OPEN!

https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/product/homeschooling-for-dyslexia-online-course-and-premium-membership/
http://summitcenter.us/


For parents planning to homeschool their students
for the coming school. year.
Join Us!

"In my head, I don't have rivals."
 
    - Noah Lyles, world record holder 200m -
click to add text


